Springer launches the new book series
**Sports Economics, Management and Policy**

Series Editor: Dennis C. Coates

Springer and Series Editor, Dennis Coates, are pleased to announce the launch of a new book series in the fields of sports economics, management and policy.

**Series Description**

The aim of this series is to provide academics, students, sports business executives, and policy makers with information and analysis on the cutting edge of sports economics, sport management, and public policy on sporting issues.

Volumes in this series can focus on individual sports, issues that cut across sports, issues unique to professional sports, or topics in amateur sports. Each volume will provide rigorous analysis with the purpose of advancing understanding of the sport and the sport business, improving decision making within the sport business and regarding policy toward sports, or both. Volumes may include any or all of the following: theoretical modelling and analysis, empirical investigations, or description and interpretation of institutions, policies, regulations, and law.

**Series Editor**

Dennis Coates is a Professor of Economics at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County and is President of the North American Association of Sports Economists (NAASE). He has served on the Baltimore County Spending Affordability Committee and is on the editorial boards of *Journal of Sport Management, Southern Economic Journal, Public Choice, International Journal of Sport Finance, Public Finance and Management*, and *Journal of Sports Economics*. His published work ranges from voting behavior of legislators to the economic affects of stadiums and professional sports franchises.

**Forthcoming in the series:**

*The Economics of Football: The World’s Greatest Sport*, by Bernd Frick, University of Paderborn, Vice-President of the North American Association of Sports Economists.

**Contact:**

Dennis Coates
Department of Economics
University of Maryland, Baltimore County
1000 Hilltop Circle
Baltimore, MD 21250
Phone: 410-455-3243
Email: coates@umbc.edu

Jon Gurstelle
Editor, Economics and Policy
Springer Science+Business Media
233 Spring Street
New York, NY 10013
Phone: 212-620-8458
Email: jon.gurstelle@springer.com

**Springer Science+Business Media (STM)**

Founded in 1842, Springer is one of the world’s leading publishers in Science, Technology, and Medicine, with over 1,700 scholarly and professional journals and 5,000 books published annually. Over 150 Nobel Prize winners have published with Springer. Springer books are distributed worldwide and are available in electronic format to subscribing libraries and institutions through our award-winning platform, SpringerLink. Visit [www.springer.com](http://www.springer.com) and [www.springerlink.com](http://www.springerlink.com).